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Tamara Kapene dialyses herself in the Wairoa Community Dialysis
Centre ‘Te Arahia – a Pathway to Life’. See story inside.
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‘helping people with kidney failure get on with life’
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Nora our Manager writes
the News, talks to renal
staff on behalf of everyone
registered with the Society
and is responsible for funding, service design and
quality.

Gina our Office Manager is in
charge of running the office,
the community houses, raffles,
events organising and general
administration.

Leigh our Social Worker
can talk to you about
“kidney failure and you”,
money, family, housing
and many other practical
and personal matters.

Tracey our Wellness Educator
can help you keep mobile
and feel good “the gentle” or
“the active way. She can find
you a gym or give you exercises for at home.

Brian
our
Community
Health Educator can help
you understand kidney
failure and treatments and
how these things affects
you and your family.

‘new’ Brian (replacing Bryan)
is our Caretaker, responsible
for maintaining our centre
and our community houses,
vehicles and equipment.

Kitty is our new Office
Assistant, replacing Gwen.
She manages mailouts,
TradeMe sales, raffle ticket
production, answers
phones and much more.
Jenny keeps an eye on
things a the dialysis houses
and teaches new people
how things work.

You can contact any of our team
for information or help, or just a
chat by phone
Monday-Friday 9-5
Freephone 0800 235 711
or email
Kidneysociety@adks.co.nz

Views expressed in the News are not necessarily those of the Board
or staff. Always check with your health professional before making
changes to your treatment based on what you read!
Contributions to the Kidney Society News are always welcome.
To be in time for the next News, please get your contributions to us
before Friday 10 May. Why not write us a story or send us a photo!
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Do you enjoy reading the Kidney Society
News in the dialysis unit or waiting room?
We would like to send you your own FREE COPY.
This would help us with fundraising…
Really? How come? Doesn’t it save money if I read it at dialysis?
Well.. the Kidney Society needs many $$$$$$$.. to pay for printing
the News, but also to pay our staff to visit you at home, to travel to
Northland, Waikato, BOP, Lakes, Tairawhiti and Hawke’s Bay, for
phone calls, postage, petrol, the wellness programme and lots more.
All the money to pay for this comes from grants and donations.
Nobody is going to give us a lot of money if we cannot ‘SHOW’
how many people with kidney failure benefit from their donation.
That’s why having people on our mailing list and sending them a
magazine gives us the NUMBERS to ask for $$$$ from our funders.
If you live in the Hawke’s Bay, Tairawhiti, Lakes, Bay of Plenty, Waikato, Auckland region or Northland, please phone or email us or fil in
the form in this News and send it to us. NO NEED TO PAY ANYTHING.
EVER. NOT EVEN A STAMP.
If your nurse, social worker, dietitian or other staff member asks if they
can pass your name and phone number on to the Kidney Society,
why not say “yes please!”
Next thing that will happen is that Brian our Health Educator will give
you a call to tell you what we do and ask if you want to register with
the Society for our phone calls, home visits, the wellness programme
and of course the Kidney Society News. You say yes – you’re in. You
say no – we remove all your contact details. It’s up to you!
We look forward to hearing from you, telling you about all the other
things we have to offer, and send you the next News in the mail.
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Home and Unit Visits, Hamilton
Tuesday 16 April: home and unit visits
Wednesday 17 April: home and unit visits
Thursday 18 April: home visits
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

EVENING Pre Dialysis Education, Hamilton
with the Waikato Pre-Dialysis team and Brian
from the Kidney Society
Wednesday 17 April, 7.00 – 9.00 pm
The Link (St Andrews) Community Centre, Fellowship Lounge
4 Te Aroha St, Hamilton East
For information contact Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist Mark Hodge on
mob. 021 739 561 or contact Brian on 0800 235 711, email
brian@adks.co.nz

Home and Unit Visits in Whangarei
Tuesday 7 May – home visits
Wednesday 8 May – home visits
Thursday 9 May – unit visits
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Home Visits Hamilton
Tuesday 28 – Thursday 30 May
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz

Home Visits Rotorua
Tuesday 11 and Thursday 13 June
If you would like a visit, phone 0800 235 711 or email brian@adks.co.nz
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Pre Dialysis Education, Rotorua
with the Waikato Pre-Dialysis team and Brian
from the Kidney Society
Wednesday 12 June, 10.00 am – 2.00 pm
The Arts Village, Eric Bridgeman Room
1240 Hinemaru Street, Rotorua 3010

For information contact Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist Mark Hodge on mob. 021
739 561 or contact Brian on 0800 235 711, email
brian@adks.co.nz

Pre Dialysis Education, Manurewa
With the Counties Manukau Pre-Dialysis nurses and Brian
from the Kidney Society
Wednesday 19 June, 10.00 am – 2.00 pm
Friends Building, Auckland Botanic Gardens
102 Hill Road, Manurewa
For information phone Nogi, Pre-Dialysis Nurse Specialist,
ph (09) 276 0044 ext 2246

A visit to the beautiful Hawke’s Bay
Brian and Nora recently travelled to Hawke’s Bay to
finally have a look at the beautifully renovated and welcoming renal
centre Ballantyne House, ‘Wahanga Whatumanawa’ renal centre,
opened in November 2017.
Doctors, nurses, dietitians and social workers are all under one roof,
so patients can see them in one go rather than having to make multiple visits. The reception… the family room… it’s all bright and lovely
and welcoming and the Centre will be the envy of many people
with kidney failure and renal staff elsewhere in New Zealand.
Our trip this time was to visit people in the dialysis unit, but most importantly to meet with staff to see how we can make it easier for
Hawke’s Bay people to join the Kidney Society.
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While we make sure there are always Kidney Society leaflets and
magazines in the Unit, same as we do in Auckland, Northland and
the Waikato, very few Hawke’s Bay people have signed up with the
Society to get their very own copy of the Kidney Society News sent to
their home.
Maybe they don’t think the Kidney Society in Auckland has anything
to offer…. Yet, when Brian visits the unit, people enjoy talking to him.

Te Arahia
(a Pathway to Life),
the Wairoa dialysis
house

While we were in Hawke’s Bay Brian and Nora took the opportunity
to make the beautiful but long trip from Napier to Wairoa to look at
their community dialysis house - Te Arahia - a Pathway to Life.
There we found Tamara Kapene dialysing happily, close to her
home in Wairoa. Doing her own dialysis there saves her a six-hour
round trip to Hastings for dialysis!
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Saving people such long trips and exhausting days was the reason
why in 2010 members of the Wairoa Dialysis Society raised enough
money to open the doors to a new Dialysis Centre in Wairoa. This was
ideal for people who did not want to, or could not have a dialysis
machine in their own home. It was hoped that the house would
eventually accommodate up to 18 home dialysis trained people, by
having morning, afternoon and evening shifts six days a week.
That did not happen, and at the moment Tamara Kapene is the only
person dialysing at the house. This is partly because there are not
many home haemo trained people in the Wairoa area, and partly
because some people who could dialyse themselves ‘close to
home’ prefer to have their treatment done by staff in the Hastings
unit.
What a shame that there are not more people using the house, but
this is GREAT NEWS for people on home haemo who use a GAMBRO
MACHINE and want a holiday.
Maybe you can have a fabulous holiday in Wairoa and the Hawke’s
Bay region and dialyse at the Wairoa House. Contact Home Haemo
at the Hawke’s Bay Dialysis Unit 06 878 8109 to find out more.

Good news for people who have a Total Mobility
Card or Total Mobility AT HOP card:
People in the Auckland region who have a Total Mobility card or Total Mobility AT HOP card can get discounted fares on contracted
taxi transport providers and on busses, trains and ferries in the Auckland region. A support person for the TM client can travel free with
the card holder on taxis, but has to pay for their travel on other
modes of transport such as bus, train and ferry.
Good news !! Now Total Mobility Membership is for life. There will be
no more card renewals and no further fees
(but $10 is charged for a lost/replacement card, or if you want a
card with a new photo in which you look more beautiful!)
If you have any questions please call the AT Public Transport contact
centre, phone (09) 366 6400 or you can call Leigh at the Kidney
Society, 0800 235 711. You can also phone Leigh if you do not have
a Total Mobility card and want to know if you can get one.
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Yvonne and Peter Drain
make the most of every day
Yvonne and Peter joined the Kidney Society in 2002.
Over the years they have shared their travel and
holiday stories in the News:

Holiday in the South Island, APRIL 2009
24th February – 16th March 2009: Christchurch dialysis two berth camper van
booked nine months in advance.
Flights booked
over the internet
from Auckland
to Christchurch,
Christchurch to
Auckland $69.00
each way.
Hotel booked for
their first night
and last night in
Christchurch
using “Fly Buys”.
Top Ten holiday
park camp sites
were available
and used for the
whole holiday.
None of these were pre-booked but Peter said if you were holidaying in
the height of the season bookings would be essential.

They were off and they went…
Lewis Pass… Westport…Greymouth…Shanty
Town… West Coast…Hokitika…Franz Joseph
Glacier…Hanmer Springs… Haast Pass…Clyde
Dam…Queenstown…Arrowtown… Lake Wanaka…Palmerston…Ranfurly..
East Coast… Christchurch…to name but a few.
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February/March 2010:
Ten days away from home,
Christmas with the family and
four dialysis treatments in
Tauranga in a private home…
Once again the Drains had a
wonderful holiday, thanks to Dave
Lilley from Greenlane Home Haemo who took Yvonne’s' machine
down to Tauranga for her and did all the necessary to make it as
stress free as possible. This allowed the Drains to have a relaxed and
memorable holiday with family and friends.
Yvonne and Peter were house sitting in Tauranga so they had to feed
cats and guinea pigs but then their time was free to spend with family and this they did. Their Christmas day was held on Christmas Eve
when all the family got together for dinner, 15 altogether and Yvonne
said it had been sometime since this had happened. Lots of fun and
laughter with children, grandchildren and great grandchildren.
A highlight was the Christmas swim at Mt Maunganui in the hot pools.
Yvonne said she has learnt the art of relaxation which allowed her to
float around the pool while she was actually asleep! Peter said
Yvonne was gently bumping into people and she was just pushed
away as she carried on floating sleeping and relaxing!
On New Years Eve they babysat their great grandson which was a
real pleasure and the next day they visited friends who they hadn't
seen for years. Both agreed it had been a lovely break away from
home.

March 2019
Yvonne and Pete never give up,
even though over the years Yvonne
had many health challenges. Just
recently she sent us another story:
“A few years ago Pete and I got
ourselves a bike with the intension
of going out together but I stupidly
tried riding round the garden and
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fell off and broke my wrist. This made me uncomfortable trying to get
back on the 2 wheeler. So years later I have a 3-wheel bike on loan
for a couple of weeks. Surely I can't fall off this and if I find it beneficial to my deteriorating walking ability then I will get it.
It has been so much fun, I don't do any magnificent speeds but
poodle along enjoying the fresh air and seeing a lot of things you
miss when your in the car. I have noticed a change in my blood
pressures already going up which is good for me and my legs are a
bit better so I am off for another ride today and looking forward to it.
Hoping that eventually I will master the two wheeler again. So if anyone else is looking for a way to get some enjoyable exercise I can
recommend this!
Me and Pete got some exercise riding
round the Auckland wharf boardwalk.
It was great how I do
like the big bike.
When I set myself a
goal I usually follow
through with it. And if
I get sick I try to get
better very quick. No
time for wasting is my
motto. But I do listen
to my body and if it says rest I most often do.”

Yvonne

If you've moved or
are planning on
moving, MoovMe
can update your
contact details with
over 300 organisations. MoovMe can also help with utility connections and moving quotes.
Go to the MoovMe website
https://www.moovme.co.nz/
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NZ Herald, 31 January 2019

A knock at the door, then a life-saving kidney
transplant for West Auckland grandmother
It was a life-changing knock on the door that came just in time. Finau
Veikoso had endured eight
years of dialysis while waiting
for a kidney transplant, but
when one became available
doctors couldn't reach her.
The kidney came from a recently deceased patient,
and there was a short window to arrange a transplant.
Dr Joanne O'Riordan was out
for a Saturday night pizza in
the central city when she received a call from Auckland City Hospital, saying the number for Veikoso wasn't getting through. Time was ticking, and
soon they'd have to move to the next on the list. O'Riordan, a renal doctor
at Waitemata DHB, drove to work and began a frantic search through
Veikoso's files.
"Sometimes on the patient notes you've got an extra bit of information another family member, or you can hunt back to find a number from five
years ago," O'Riordan told the Herald. "I left messages, I texted - because
sometimes people don't answer strange numbers ."
It was approaching 9pm. The team at Auckland were calling back, and it
wouldn't be long before they gave up on Veikoso. O'Riordan called other
consultants, who suggested she try Baskar "Baskey" Reddy, team leader at
Waitakere dialysis unit. He knew Veikoso and her family well, and was
aware of the 58-year-old's disappointment after pneumonia stopped her
from getting a transplant earlier in 2018.
The drive from Reddy's Epsom home was made in record time. "Luckily
there were no cops," he said. "I might have exceeded speed limits."
Reddy couldn't find a number that worked, and on the drive home his
mind raced. He could drive to Veikoso's Te Atatu South address, but that
breached DHB policy. He and his wife Swathi, a dialysis nurse, struck upon
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an idea - Veikoso normally took a taxi to dialysis, could the same company
send a car out?
In the midst of a busy Saturday night, Auckland Co-op Taxis found the details and dispatched a driver. Dr Baskar Reddy and Dr Joanne O'Riordan
stand behind Finau Veikoso (left) and her daughter, Teuila Leausa, and
grandchildren, 6-week-old Fieaonga and 2-year-old Kinitoni. Photo/Michael Craig
In Te Atatu, Veikoso and her daughter, Teuila Leausa, were preparing for
bed after an evening watching television. Then came the life-altering
knock on the door. Leausa was confused, telling the driver her mum had
already done her dialysis. A phone was passed over, with Reddy on the
other end.
"At that point I knew she wasn't going to miss the opportunity," Reddy recalled of the conversation. "In the background I could hear - they were jubilant."
It turns out Leausa's 2-year-old son Kinitoni had left the landline off the hook
after playing with the phone, and a cellphone was re-charging.
"First we were shocked," Leausa said of the transplant news. "And then a
while after that we were happy. Mum had some tears. But happy tears."
Veikoso, a diabetic, had pre-operation tests done at Waitakere Hospital,
and the transplant the next morning, at Auckland City Hospital in October.
The family were deeply grateful to the donor and their family, Leausa said,
and to the doctors who went above and beyond.
Veikoso's new lease on life has been accompanied by a new grandson 6-week-old Fieaonga joined the family's interview with the Herald and reunion with Drs O'Riordan and Reddy at Waitakere Hospital this week.
The average life expectancy on dialysis is about five years, although patients can live longer depending on age and general health. Reddy said a
kidney transplant was truly a "life-changer" for patients like Veikoso.
"They live a normal life, like you and I. Dialysis is a painful process...there are
lots of restrictions on food and diet. They come back every alternate day
for the treatment. There are serious infection chances."
The waiting time for those eligible for transplant is normally about five years,
but sometimes as long as 10. However, Reddy said recently he had observed an upturn in transplants, owing to more public awareness, the efforts of health workers and more support at government level.
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Kidney transplant operations in New Zealand
2017: 187 (118 deceased donors, 69 living donors)
2016: 167 (85 deceased donors, 82 living donors)
2015: 147 (73 deceased donors, 74 living donors)
2014: 139 (67 deceased donors, 72 living donors) Source: Organ Donation NZ
AUCKLAND TRANSPLANT SERVICE UPDATE:
The transplant numbers above are for all of NZ, with transplants done at
Wellington, Christchurch and Auckland Hospitals.
Sofar this year (21 March) 36 transplants were done at Auckland City
Hospital, compared to 36 over the entire 1999 year!
There were 11 live kidney transplants and 25 deceased donor transplants –
it is the number of deceased donor transplants that is showing the biggest
increase.

Adapt to put stress in its place
By Mayo Clinic Staff
Adapting, or changing your standards or expectations, is one of the
best ways to deal with stress. To work on adapting, adjust your expectations. For example, instead of feeling frustrated that you're
home with a sick child, try to see it as an opportunity to relax and
bond. Create a saying such as, "I can handle this," and mentally repeat it on tough days. And remember the big picture. Ask yourself if
this will matter in a year or five years.
https://www.mayoclinic.org/healthy-lifestyle/stress-management/in-depth/healthtip/art-20048707

(see also Yvonne’s bike story on page 9!

Connecting people with each other by
phone, email, face to face
* Are you pre-dialysis trying to get to grips with kidney failure?
* Are you on dialysis or have a transplant or waiting to have one ?
you may find it helpful to have contact with one or more
experienced people. Brian or Leigh at the Kidney Society can put
you in touch with someone ’like you’ to talk to. 0800 235 711
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Excellent Eggs!!
This article was put together by the Counties Manukau Renal Dietitians.
Can I eat eggs? Are they good for me? Do eggs cause high cholesterol levels??
There are always a lot of stories out there about whether eggs are
healthy or not. This can be really confusing for those wanting to eat
them.
The good news is that the Heart Foundation of New Zealand say that
even if you are at risk of heart disease you can still enjoy eggs as part
of healthy diet.
Eggs can be a great source of protein, vitamins and minerals which
we all need to help keep us healthy. The other good thing about
eggs is that they can be made into a quick easy meal if you are feeling tired - and I am sure we all have days like that.
So, Can I eat eggs if I want to? The simple answer is YES- of course
you can!
How many? This is a little more tricky to answer as it will be different
for everybody depending on your situation and all the other types of
foods your eat Your dietitian will be able to give you some more help
if you would like it.
The float test…
No one likes the smell of a
rotten egg. To check whether your egg is still ok to eat,
gently place it in a glass of
water or a bowl. If the egg
sits on the bottom its ok to
eat. If it floats- its probably
best to throw it out.
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Now that you know if your eggs are still ok to eat here are
a few easy recipes which we thought you might like to
try…

OkonomayakiJapanese Pancake
This pancake can be a great
way of using up left over vegetables- especially cabbage.
Pancake:
¾ cup flour
½ cup water

Whisk eggs and water and
flour together then fold in
the cabbage, spring onions
and noodles/prawns (if using)

4 eggs
3 cups of finely sliced cabbage
2 spring onions
2 handfuls of prawns (optional)
Cooked instant noodles (without flavouring)(optional)

Heat a dash of oil in a nonstick pan over medium
heat.

Toppings:

Add about ½ a cup of
pancake mixture and gently flatten.

2 cups bean sprouts

Cook for 3-4 minutes until
golden then flip and cook
the other side.

1 spring onion

Any other vegetables you like
such as sliced capsicum, grated carrot etc

Cook the remaining pancakes.

Sesame seeds

Add your toppings and enjoy.

Coriander
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Frittata- mum’s favourite way to use up left over
vegetables
This is a great way to use up all your left-over vegetables out of the
fridge.
Chop up any leftover vegetables into small pieces- you could use
carrots, cauliflower, broccoli, courgette, pumpkin, potatoes, capsicum, taro, mushrooms etc. You could also use frozen vegetables if
you have them. You want to aim for about 3-4 cups of chopped
vegetables.
Give the vegetables a quick boil in water till they are almost cooked
(except for anything that cooks really quick like courgette or mushroom). Drain the vegetables and set aside.
Using medium heat, fry a chopped onion for 1-2 minutes then add all
the vegetables to a pan. Keep stirring till they get a little bit of colour
on them.
Note; you could also throw in some left-over chicken or meat which
has been sliced thinly. You can also add herbs and spices like coriander, cumin, chilli and
pepper if your choose.
Whisk 6 eggs and ½ a
cup of milk together
and pour over the vegetables. Cook for approx. 5 minutes until it
looks set on the edges
Place under the grill for
a few minutes to give
the top some colour.
Serve on its own or with some left over salad/coleslaw on the side.
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Quick microwave scrambled egg
They say if you have an egg you have a meal and this one can be
cooked in only a few minutes.
Crack 2 eggs into a microwave safe bowl.
Add 3Tbsp of milk and a generous sprinkling of pepper.
Whisk together.
Microwave on high for 45 seconds
Give it a gentle stir
and cook for another
30 seconds.
Give them another stir
and keep cooking in
15 second bursts until
they are just right.
Serve them on some
toast with a sprinkling
of parsley, another
dusting of pepper and
if you are having this for lunch or dinner add a side of salad.

A quick scramble:
Unscramble these egg
cooking ideas

The information contained in
this article is designed to provide helpful information to
most people. It may not be
applicable to all readers as
individual dietary requirements differ. If you have any
queries regarding the information contained in this
article, please consult with
your dietitian.

OBLIED
EMEOTLET
AKEBD
IFRED
ATFRITTA
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“So now they want me to give myself an
injection?? Really??
Well… if it’s good for me I guess I can give it a go…
even though it’s scary and I don’t like needles…
So what’s it for, and how do I do it? “
Peggy Hoo, a Peritoneal Dialysis Nurse at the Greenlane Home
Dialysis Unit in Auckland explains:
The kidneys have 5 main functions :
(1) to remove waste products,
(2) to maintain fluid control,
(3) to control blood pressure,
(4) to produce a hormone called erythropoietin which helps the
body make red blood cells, and
(5) to promote bone health by releasing Vitamin D & by maintaining
calcium-phosphate balance in blood.
When your kidneys fail, usually all its 5 main functions fail at the same
time.
Dialysis can only replace function (1) & (2).
You will need to take medications, medicine or an injection to replace the rest of the functions.
Erythropoietin (brand names: Benocrit, Eprex, Recormon)
If you have kidney disease, your kidneys may not produce enough
erythropoietin (necessary for red blood cell production).
Red blood cells carry oxygen to all parts of your body.
A decrease in the number of red blood cells can cause anaemia.

Some symptoms of anaemia are tiredness, breathlessness when exercising and feeling cold.
Erythropoietin injections will help you feel better!
Benocrit is one such medicine. It is virtually identical to your body’s
erythropoietin. This medicine stimulates your bone marrow to produce more red blood cells, helping to treat your anaemia.
Benocrit comes in pre-filled syringes with a needle. They need to be
stored in the fridge.
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Your PD Nurse, Pharmacist and Practise Nurse at your GP/Family
Doctor can teach you how to inject this medicine under the skin
(subcutaneously) yourself. Ask to be shown again if you are not sure.
It is important that you inject this medicine to yourself as per your
dialysis doctor’s advice.
Follow the instructions they give you. If you take the wrong dose,
Binocrit may not work as well and your problem may not improve.
How to inject it :
1) Take a syringe out of the refrigerator. The liquid needs to come to
room temperature. This usually takes between 15 to 30 minutes.
2) Check the syringe, to make sure it is the right dose, has not
passed its expiry date, is not damaged and the liquid is clear and
not frozen.
3) Choose an injection site. Good sites are the top of the thigh and
around the tummy (abdomen) but away from the navel.
Vary the site from day to day.
4) Wash your hands. Use an antiseptic swab on the injection site to
disinfect it.
5) Take the cover off the syringe by holding the barrel and pulling
the cover off carefully without twisting it.
Don’t push the plunger, touch the needle or shake the syringe.
6) Pinch a fold of skin between your thumb and index finger.
Don’t squeeze it.
7) Push the needle in fully.
Your doctor or nurse may have shown you how to do this.
8) Check that you haven’t punctured a blood vessel.
Pull back slightly on the plunger.
If you see blood, take the syringe out and try somewhere else.
9) Push the plunger with your thumb as far as it will go to inject all of
the liquid.
Push it slowly and evenly, keeping the skin-fold pinched.
10) When the plunger is pushed as far as it will go, take out the
needle and let go of the skin.
11) Take your thumb off the plunger.
12) Press an antiseptic swab over the injection site for a few seconds
after the injection.
13) Dispose of your used syringe in a safe container (ask your PD
Nurse if you need a safe container)
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“Thank you Peggy, now I understand
why I need to give myself this
injection. I guess it gets easier once
I get used to it.
I do look forward to feeling better.
But I still do not like needles…”

Choices for Living - ???
Do you find your house is too small, to old,
too damp, too cold? Does it have too many
people in it? Do you want another house?
Are you looking for help to get one?
Unfortunately Housing NZ and their other providers do not have
enough rental homes for everyone. If you are already living in a
Housing NZ home then the chance of shifting is very limited unless
you can prove that you really need to move.
You can ask for a transfer and this may eventually happen, especially if the children have left home and the house is too big. But there
are not enough houses and many people have no house and still
live in garages etc.. There are 2,374 applications on the Transfer Register as at 31 December 2018 so you could have very long wait.

Overcrowding:
Housing New Zealand houses are rented to the people named in the
Tenancy Agreement. This means that:
 If your house it is full with other family members and friends you
will not get a bigger house unless you can prove they have to be
there.
 If your children who have left school continue to live at home it is
not the responsibility of HNZ to give them their own rooms and
space.
 Children who are working are expected to move forward in life
and leave home. If you want them in your home it is your
choice, but HNZ will not give you a bigger or better house so
that you can all be comfortable.
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Children who are working should pay board to contribute to the
rent, power, food and other costs. $100 per week each is reasonable.
If your children who have children of their own want to move
out with their children they can apply to HNZ for their own home.
The total income for the household with other beneficiaries
and/or working children living there may put you all above the
threshold for Social Housing.

Staying where you are
Sometimes the best option is to stay where you are and get help to
fix problems. If there’s a problem with your house that could be fixed,
you might be able to get help so you don’t need to move.
If your Housing NZ home needs maintenance, that should not be an
issue: If your house is mouldy, has no heating, holes in the walls or
floor or the shower is not working it should be fixed by HNZ or other
providers.
If you have asked and this is not happening, call the Kidney Society,
someone can help you push them along and get things fixed.

Moving to a private rental home
If you really want to or need to move, you can look for a private
rental home. Contact a real estate agent, look on TradeMe or
check out https://www.oneroof.co.nz/rent or
https://www.realestate.co.nz/residential/rental?by=featured&ql=20

If you have low income or financial problems you might be able to
get help with rent and other housing costs. You may be able to get
an accommodation supplement.
Accommodation Supplement is a weekly payment which helps
people with their rent, board or the cost of owning a home.
You may get an Accommodation Supplement if you:
 have accommodation costs
 are aged 16 years or more
 are a New Zealand citizen or permanent resident
 normally live in New Zealand and intend to stay here
 are not paying rent for a social housing property. (Social housing
properties are provided by Housing New Zealand and approved
community housing providers.)
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It also depends on how much you and your spouse or partner earn
and any money or assets you and your spouse or partner have.
For further help and information call me on 0800 235 711 MondayFriday 9-5 or leave a message and I will contact you.
Help is also available through your local
Citizens Advice Bureau
Leigh Jenkins, Kidney Society Social
Worker, 0800 235
WE URGENTLY NEED OLD BED SHEETS OR DUVET
COVERS FOR OUR DIALYSIS HOUSES.
PEOPLE USE THEM TO PUT ON THEIR CHAIRS FOR
COMFORT AND HYGIENE!
CAN YOU HELP? PLEASE PHONE GINA, 0800 235 711

Te whakamahere tiaki i mua i te wā taumaha
Advance Care Planning
Pusi Urale's story
19 Feb 2019

The Kia kōrero | Let’s talk advance care planning campaign encourages people to plan for their future health care, with a focus on
what matters to them. It features the personal
stories of six New Zealanders at different stages
of life and wellness.
This is Pusi's story.
Pusi Urale and her family have always talked
about death and how to prepare for it. In her
video, Pusi and her daughter Sima discuss advance care planning.
They’re matter-of-fact about end-of-life care, working out what matters most to Pusi.
Videos and posters of Pusi's story are subtitled in te reo Māori, Samoan and Tongan, and available to watch on youtube below.
Pusi Urale's story, Samoan subtitles

https://youtu.be/oqil3sHCLiQ

Tongan subtitles

https://youtu.be/DD_UEvFeE2E

Te reo Māori subtitles

https://youtu.be/f51OemnU7mA

https://www.hqsc.govt.nz/our-programmes/advance-care-planning/
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About Support groups…
From time to time people ask us about kidney support groups, wanting to get together with others living with kidney failure, to share experiences and ideas over a cup of tea or coffee.
In 2017 we organised support group events throughout our region,
but you know what?? There was hardly any interest.
We don’t have enough staff and money to do things that people
are not interested in, but you could start a group in your area where
members can meet face-to-face.
You are welcome to put a notice in the News, or maybe you can put
up a notice in your dialysis unit or clinic.
Or, you can join an ONLINE SUPPORT GROUP:

ONLINE SUPPORT GROUPS FOR KIDNEY PATIENTS
Te DaVita.com forum is an American online
Support Group for People Living with Kidney
Disease
https://www.davita.com/education/ckdlife/support/support-groups-for-people-living-with-kidney-disease

Talking to others who are also going through chronic kidney disease
(CKD) or dialysis can be a much-needed opportunity to vent, share
information, get advice and receive and provide support.
Nowadays, support groups can be found in all sorts of places. One
great place to connect with others is online. There are many discussion forums and email lists that help bring together people who share
a common interest. While there are numerous websites, discussion forums, blogs and email lists, below are a few samples of where to find
online support groups.
The DaVita.com discussion forum and myDaVita.com groups
The DaVita.com forum http://forums.davita.com/forum is a place
where people with CKD, those on dialysis (either at home or at a
center), as well as family members and friends, can talk online. Some
topics include sharing your experience, diet Q&A with dietitians,
working on dialysis, travel and more.
You can also join or create a group on myDaVita.com, the online resource to help you manage and understand all aspects of your kidney health. It’s easy and free to register if you want to participate.
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Here are some others:
American Association of Kidney Patients online support group
https://aakp.org/dialysis/online-support-groups-kidney-patients/
On Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/kidneypatientgroup/
https://www.facebook.com/DialysisandKidney/
https://www.facebook.com/Allkidneypatientsupportgroup/
https://www.facebook.com/Womensrenalfailuresupport/
https://www.facebook.com/RSNhope/
https://www.facebook.com/Polycystic-kidney-disease-supportgroup-590593394440023/

Are you looking for a Kidney Support Group or
perhaps for non-kidney social relationships?
Support groups have become a part of the lives of many people
who have an illness and injury. Doctors and other healthcare professionals often recommend them to patients and families dealing with
medical conditions, and many support groups exist for specific conditions. They can be helpful if you want to talk about your kidney experience, but….

maybe you would find more enjoyment in talking to people
about different or interesting things and make new friends?
You can find groups in many cities all over New Zealand to meet
people in your local community who share your interests, including
hobby and craft clubs here:
https://www.meetup.com/cities/nz/?all=1
People with strong and broad social relationships are happier,
healthier and live longer. Close relationships with family and friends
provide love, meaning, support and increase our feelings of self
worth.
Broader networks bring a sense of belonging.
https://www.actionforhappiness.org/10-keys-to-happierliving/connect-with-people/details
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“What do you wish others understood
about living with kidney disease?”
From the Kidney Today website, http://www.kidneyfund.org/kidneytoday/4-things-you-should-understand-about-living-with-kidneydisease.html
Posted: May 20, 2015 | Author: AKF Staff
Kidney disease itself is often invisible until the late stages; once it progresses to kidney failure, patients need dialysis or a transplant to live.
People living with kidney disease and kidney failure tell us they often
feel that others do not understand what they are going through,
both physically and emotionally.
Several common themes emerged. Here are the four things kidney
patients most wish others would understand.

1. It’s exhausting
There’s a special kind of tired that often accompanies kidney disease, and it’s not always predictable. “I have my good days and
my bad,” notes Emily. “Some days I want to sleep and most I'm
ready to go.” For many, the fatigue is pervasive. “I’m not lazy,” says
Linda. “My energy level is like someone at the end of a full day of
work when I wake up.” Valerie writes, “I’m always tired! And I think
my family and friends get tired of hearing that.” Some patients
compare it to the flu: “It's like feeling flulike tired all the time and not
thinking clearly because you're so tired,” says Lori. Emily sums up
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what patients want: “Most of all, all we want is understanding, patience and acceptance.”

2. Looks can be deceiving
Kidney disease does not have outward physical symptoms, so
friends, co-workers and even family members may have a hard time
understanding just how poorly patients often feel. “Just because I
look OK doesn't mean I feel OK,” writes Natalie. “Every day I have to
get up and try to be normal, try to be a good mom, try to be a good
friend, try to be a good employee, try to be a good wife.” Mary Ann
concurs: “Just because we may look the same, we don't feel the
same and cannot function the same the way.” Many patients make
keeping up with their appearance a priority: “I always try to put on a
‘normal’ and ‘healthy’ appearance when I leave the house,” writes
Jill. “I hope they understand the strength it takes to do that.”

3. The pain is real
The pain that often accompanies kidney disease and dialysis treatments can make it difficult to do many things healthy people take
for granted. “The pain never stops,” writes Heather. “Even picking my
kids up to hold them hurts and no one could understand that type of
pain.” Notes Delores: “Even the smallest simplest things are hard to
do, not to mention the pain and fatigue, especially the day after dialysis. And dialysis is painful. You are not just sitting there for 3-4 hours
enjoying yourself with two big needles stuck in your arm.” Michelle
offers this advice: “Be supportive and know we deal with some type
of pain daily, sometimes extreme.”

4. There is no cure
Once the kidneys have failed, the only treatments are dialysis or
transplant. “Dialysis is not a cure,” writes Kevin. “It is, for all intents and
purposes, a life sustaining treatment. And that is all.” JeJe says, “Not
even a transplant will make you healthy. Your life is just sustained with
drugs and drastic treatments.”
Despite these obstacles, many patients tell us they work hard to
maintain a positive outlook and live their lives to the fullest. And they
want others to avoid experiencing what they are: “A LOT of people
with kidney disease don’t even know they have it,” writes Roselie.
Get tested!”
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Health apps
There are many health
apps on the market, and it can be difficult to
know which ones to recommend or use. A health
app provides information, advice and feedback
on health, fitness or wellbeing. It can be downloaded onto a smart phone or other mobile device.
Mobile apps are made to support lifestyle, disease management,
mental wellbeing and behaviour change, but how do you know if
they work, or they are safe to use? The Health Navigator, currently
funded by the Ministry of Health, comprises of apps that have been
reviewed by a range of experts, so you can decide which ones are
right for you.

The Health Navigator NZ website is a non-profit community initiative combining the efforts of a wide range of partner and supporter organisations overseen by the Health
Navigator Charitable Trust. The Health Navigator website
provides one place for New Zealanders to find reliable
and trustworthy health information and self-care resources. It focuses on promoting clear, consistent messages that enable users to get the information they need
at the time they need it.
Three years ago Health Navigator identified the need to
develop a New Zealand based health app library to give
New Zealanders direction when choosing apps to help
manage their health. This initiative is now being developed with the Ministry of Health. To date over 90 apps
have been independently reviewed .
https://www.healthnavigator.org.nz/apps-videos/ to select a topic:
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Has your address or phone number changed?
We have no way of knowing unless you tell us. Please remember to
let us know BEFORE you move, or as soon as you have a new phone
number.
The Kidney Society NEWS is FREE for
Auckland/Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/
Gisborne and Hawke Bay people who are pre-dialysis, on dialysis or
who have a transplant.
others, including supporters, are welcome to subscribe to the Kidney
Society News for $25 per year ( 6 issues).
For changes to our mailing list, to have your name taken off the list or
added to it, or to subscribe, please fill in the form below and send to:
FREEPOST 1875, Kidney Society, P O Box 97026, Manukau City,
Auckland 2241. You can also phone 09 278 1321 or 0800 235 711, or
email kidneysociety@adks.co.nz
Name ………………………………………….…………………………………
Phone ……………..………………………..…email ………………………….
Address …………………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………..………………………….
Please do the following: (tick box)
add my name to your mailing list
(free for Auckland/
Northland/Waikato/Bay of Plenty/Lakes, Tairawhiti/Gisborne and
Hawke’s Bay people who are pre-dialysis, on dialysis or have a kidney transplant).
I have kidney failure
please change my contact details as per above
please take my name off your mailing list
I am a supporter, or a person with kidney failure not living in one
of the regions above. I would like to receive the magazine, please
sign me up as a paying News subscriber, $25 enclosed.
OPTIONAL: please sign me up as a Kidney Society Financial
Member, $20 annual subscription enclosed, or pay to our bank:
123032 0705009 00, remember to add your name and ‘subs’.
Use of your name, address and any other information about you is
exclusive to the Society and its staff for use in the provision of our services to you.
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Wishing… wanting… needing… someone to be
paid to help you at home.
There are rules. Not everyone who wants someone to care for them can get a paid carer.
Many people want a family member to be
their carer for many reasons: strangers are not
coming and going in the homes; they feel safer
– that person has been doing the job anyway.
People who want their family member who cares for them to be paid
must have a Needs Assessment to see if they qualify.
A Needs Assessment is asked for by WINZ for anyone who applies to
become a carer for a family member. This is to show that the person
needs a carer/support person fulltime and the carer will be doing
the tasks that are required.
Needs Assessment Service Co-ordination - usually called NASC
Every person who wishes to receive disability support services funded
by a District Health Board must be needs assessed by the NASC. The
information from the assessment is then used to determine the level
of need the person has – very low, low, medium, high or very high.
The Local District Health Boards run this service.
 A NASC is done when people need help to live safely in their own
home.
 A NASC is about the supports a person needs:
o Personal Care help –Showering Bathing …
o Home help- Vacuuming, cleaning …
o Community Support- Shopping...
The Hospitals Do Not do NASC for WINZ - The referral must say what
care the patient needs or what needs to be assessed.
The report from that NASC can be given to WINZ as evidence that a
carer/support person is needed.
Any person can apply for a needs assessment, either in person or by
referral from any other person, such as a family doctor. The contact
details for a local needs assessment and service coordination service
is found through calling your local District Health Board. You can also
find contact details for your local NASC here:
https://www.health.govt.nz/your-health/services-and-support/disabilityervices/getting-support-disability/needs-assessment-and-service-coordination-services
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If a person is living in the community and needs or wants support,
they should apply as soon as possible for a needs assessment by a
NASC. The person may be eligible for health and disability support
services that help them to maintain their independence at home.
If a person receiving a support services package is unable to live
safely in the community, and is re-assessed as requiring a high or very
high level of care, then long-term residential care is available.
If a person is currently living in the community, and their health circumstances have changed they are able to apply for a reassessment of their needs.
How long does a person have to wait to be needs assessed?
The NASC should contact the referred person within two days of receiving a referral. A completed needs assessment application should
be processed within 20 working days, but it may take longer depending on the demands on the assessment service.
Is there a time limit on the validity of the needs assessment?
There is no time limit on the validity of the needs assessment. A reassessment may be called for if there has been a significant change to
your needs and/or circumstances and the existing support plan no
longer meets your needs
Other Assessments: Occupational Therapist Assessment
Occupational Therapists assess the level of functional ability of clients: walking, feeding themselves, etc.

http://www.adhb.health.nz/our-services/a-z-services/occupational-therapy/

What to expect:
The Occupational Therapist will visit you at your home and undertake
an assessment of your home environment, function (physical and/or
cognitive), ability to perform activities of daily living needs and those
of your caregiver(s).
In discussion with you the therapist will identify areas of limitations
and strengths and work with you with appropriate treatment goals.
These are the people who assess patients for walking frames, wheel
chairs, house modifications etc.
They are also located under the various District Health Boards.
https://www.health.govt.nz/our-work/life-stages/health-older-people/needsassessment
For more information or if you do not understand how this works, you can
contact Leigh our Kidney Society Social Worker on 0800 235 711.
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Fundraising 23 January – 22 March 2019
Subscriptions
Member donations
IM donations
Raffles
Total

$ 104.00
$1319.00
$ 460.00
$ 00.00
$1883.00

In Memoriam Donations
Donations were received In memory of George Helj, Grant Parkin
and Mervyn Armstrong.
These gifts, like all donations and gifts made in someone’s memory,
are used with care towards our services for people with kidney failure.

Thank you!
Without Grants there would be no Kidney Society services
Did you know that almost all the money to run our services comes
from donations and grants? Without the many trusts and foundations who support us we could not pay our staff to visit and talk

to you, print and mail the magazine, have our Wellness Programme and run the Centre and our vehicles.
To pay for all these things costs over $600,000 per year.
This month we thank the following grant makers for their
support:





NZ Lotteries $65,000 for Services
TTCF Wiri Licensing Trust $5,000 for prepaid envelopes
Trillian Trust $6,000 for Prepaid envelopes
N H Taylor Charitable Trust $12,000 operational costs

It is wonderful to get so much local support for our services for
people with kidney failure throughout the region we cover.
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Kidney Society PD BELTS: a simple,
cost effective solution to keep your
catheter safe. Small-Xlarge.
Cost: $25 each, add $3 p&p per order. Phone Gina on 0800 235 711
to order. For information about the right size for you and how to wear
them, phone Brian, 0800 235 711 for advice.

Cook for Life Book, $10
Contact Gina at the Kidney Society,
gina@adks.co.nz , 0800 235 711 to order a
Cook for Life Book. Cost: $10 for people
registered with the Kidney Society, others
$20, postage included.

Fistula Cover
Looking after your fistula or graft with a fistula cover
There are various reasons why people like to cover
their fistula, especially if it is ‘well used’ and getting
rather big. Some people don’t like how it looks,
others want to make sure they don’t damage their
fistula. It is only light protection, but it helps avoid
scratches and can help remind you it is there!
Fistula Cover, lower arm, black only.
Length 18 cm or 21 cm, longer by request.
Special price for Kidney Society registered haemodialysis patients
only: $5 each or 2 for $10
Phone the Kidney Society on 0800 235 711 for information or to
order, or mail cash/cheque to Kidney Society, P O Box 97026,
Manukau City, Auckland 2241, or call in at the Centre, 5 Swaffield
Road, Papatoetoe, Auckland.
A big thank you to all our sponsors and supporters:
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